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Abst rac t - -Accord ing  to Ado and Cm'tan Theorems, every Lie algebra of finite dimension can 
be represented as a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra associated with the general linear group of 
matrices. We show in this paper a method to obtain the simply connected Lie group associated with 
a nilpotent Lie algebra, by using unipotent matrices. Two cases are distinguished, according to the 
nilpotent Lie algebra is or not filiform. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
At present, the mathematical research (and scientific research in general) cannot be understood 
without the help of computers. Since Apple and Haken, in 1976, proved the four color conjecture 
by using computers, the use of this tool has increased, first, like a supplementary support and, 
second, like a fundamental resource in this kind of research. It is so, in spite of the refusal of 
the mathematicians in accepting as many such procedures as the validity of proofs based on 
computational methods. 
This paper shows in an effective way what we have just said. The research on Lie algebras 
has been traditionally theoretical and it has been made by hand until few years ago, with the 
underlying risk which it involves due to that computations are harder and harder. 
In this sense, the results showed in this paper could not have been obtained without the use 
of computational methods and without the efficiency of computers, as we will see next. 
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Indeed, the results known about Lie group representations are fundamentally theoretical, and 
one cannot usually appreciate the grade of difficulty which their deduction involves. Moreover, 
the order of the matrices obtained in these representations is not the best in general. To obtain 
minimal order representations, computational methods and technics are completely necessary. 
Indeed, to obtain the results shown in this paper, the use of computers and symbolic omputation 
packages, like MATHEMATICA or MAPLE, have been needed. As a sake of example, when solving 
nonlinear equation systems to determine Lie subalgebras of a unipotent Lie algebra, these tools 
are strictly necessary to compute a solution. 
It is already known that every Lie group is associated with a unique Lie algebra. However, 
the converse is not true. Indeed, the Lie algebra has to be of finite dimension (recall that in 
infinite dimension, there exist Lie algebras which are not associated with some Lie groups, as 
van Est proved in [1]). In fact, for a fixed and given finite-dimensional Lie algebra there exists 
an associated Lie group, although it is not unique, in general. Uniqueness (up to isomorphism) 
is only satisfied when Lie groups are simply connected (see Theorem 2.8.2 of [2]). 
Fixed a Lie group, there exists an algorithm to obtain the associated Lie algebra. Conversely, 
fixed and given a Lie algebra, Lie himself gave an algorithm to obtain the Lie group to which 
that algebra is associated (see Section 56 of [3]). 
The aim of this paper is to show a method to obtain the Lie group associated with a finite- 
dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra. This method consists, basically, in considering a matrix Lie 
group whose dimension is greater than the one of the fixed Lie algebra and obtaining this algebra 
as a subalgebra of the algebra which corresponds with the initial Lie group. 
We also show in this paper the application of this method to two particular cases, as examples: 
tile nonfiliform nilpotent Lie algebra n6 la and the filiform nilpotent Lie algebra n 1 (both algebras 
have been denoted according to Goze-Ancochea's classification, which can be consulted in [4]). 
The complete list of associated Lie groups with all nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension less or 
equal than 6 can be checked in [5]. 
The reasons for applying this method to these two cases are the following: in the first place, to 
observe how it runs for filiform Lie algebra and secondly to observe its running for a nilpotent Lie 
algebra whose sequence of nilpotency is the nearest o the filiform. The application of the method 
is quite easier when the algebra is filiform than if it is not. This is so because filiform nilpotent Lie 
algebras constitute the most structured subset of nilpotent Lie algebras. This structure makes 
easier as the reasoning as the computations when applying the method. Moreover, the matrix 
representation of the Lie group so defined will be of the least possible order. In fact, in the 
filiform case, the order of such a matrix will be 6, whereas in the nonfiliform case, this order can 
be reduced only by one. 
Let us recall that in the case of filiform nilpotent Lie algebras, Benjumea already obtained 
in [6] the simply connected Lie group associated with the algebra n 1 by using unipotent matrices 
of order 7. We reduce in this paper the order of such matrices in an unit, when dealing with this 
case, that is, we use matrices of order 6 and we also prove that this is the least order needed to 
obtain the Lie group by using unipotent matrices. The necessity of using such a type of matrices 
will be explained in the next section. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
For a general overview on Lie groups and Lie algebras, the reader can consult [2,7]. 
Recall that the set of left invariant fields of a Lie group G can be endowed with a structure of 
Lie algebra, denoted by g or £(G), which is called associated Lie algebra with G. 
The converse is also true, but uniqueness i only satisfied, up to isomorphism, if the Lie groups 
considered are simply connected. 
A Lie algebra £ is called nilpotent if the nilpotency sequence of £, which is defined by 
C' (£)  = £, C~(£) = [£,£1, C~(L) = [C~(£),£], . . . ,  C~(~) = [ c~ ' (£ ) ,£ ] ,  . . . ,  
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terminates at a finite length, that is, if there exists a natural  integer m such that C~(£)  -~ {0}. 
A ni lpotent Lie algebra 12 of dimension is called filiforrn if dimensions of the ideals C 2 (12),...,  
Ck(£), . . .  ,Cn(£) are, respectively, n - 2 , . . . ,  n -- k , . . . ,  0. 
Note that this definition is equivalent to demand that there exists a basis {X1, . . . ,  Xn} of £, 
with respect o which the law of the algebra verifies 
[X~, X2] = 0, 
[X1,Xk] = Xk_ l ,  k - -  3 , . . . ,n ,  
[)Ca, Xh] = 0, h = 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Such a basis is called adapted basis. 
Two well-known results which we will use in this paper are the following. In the first place, if two 
Lie algebras £ and12' are nilpotent and12 is a subalgebra of £', then it is verifiedCk(£) C Ck(£'), 
for all k C N. Second, Theorem 3.6.6 of [2] sets that any simply connected Lie group associated 
with a nilpotent Lie algebra can be represented by a group of unipotent matrices, that is, by a group 
of square matrices which are upper triangular and whose diagonal elements are equal to "1" 
The group of unipotent matrices of order n is denoted by Gn. This group is a Lie subgroup of 
the real l inear group GL(n, R). 
The second result justifies the use of unipotent matrices to represent simply connected Lie 
groups associated with the nilpotent Lie algebras. 
We are going to use the Lie groups G5 and G6 to obtain representations of both n613 and n 1. 
In this way, start ing from the matrix expression of the Lie group Gs, 
G5 z 
i X5 X4 X3 
1 xl xa 
0 1 x8 
0 0 1 







it is easy to see (although computations can be long) that  the law of the algebra g5 associated 
with such a group is 
Ix1, xd  = -x4 ,  
[X3, Xx0] = X2, 
[Xs, x6] = xa, 
[X6,Xlo] z X7 ' 
[X1, X8] = Xo, 
IX4, x8] = x3 ,  
[Xs, XT] - X2, 
[X8, Xl0] = X9, 
[X1, X9] : X7, 
[X4, Xg] = X2, 
(2) 
with respect o the basis 10 {Xi}i=l obtained by considering the one-parametric subgroups ~i(t) 
defined by 
0, i f k• i ,  
~ = (3) 
t, i f k  = i .  
Analogously, by considering the Lie group G6 whose elements have the following expression, 
G6 
1 X 6 X 5 X 4 X 3 
0 1 xl  x7 x8 
0 0 1 Xl0 Xll 
0 0 0 1 X13 
0 0 0 0 1 
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we can obtain a basis {Xi}~51 of its associated Lie algebra 96 start ing from the corresponding 
one-parametric subgroups given by (3). 
Immediately, we can see that the ni lpotency sequences of g5 and g6 are (6,3,1,0) and (10,6,3,1,0), 
respectively. 
However, we can obtain a characteristic vector Y1 of g6 and consider the new basis 15 {Y/}i=I of 
06, with respect to which the law of such an algebra is 
IVy, v~] = Y~, IVy, Y~] = z4, [Zl, y-~] = v~, 
[Y~, Y~l - Yo, [yi, v~] = Ys, [Vx, Y,] -- Y~, 
[Y~, Yg] = Ylo, [Y1, YH] = Y12, [Y1, Y,2] = 1113, 
[Y1, Y,4] = Y~5, [}I2, Ylo] = -Y6, []I2, Z~2] = -Y4, 
[I/2, Y~3] = -Ys ,  [Y2, Y~5] = -Y4, [Y3, !/9] = Y6, 
[Z3, Yu] = ]I4, [Y3,1/13] = -Z6,  [Y3, ]I14] = Z4, 
[Y3, Zls] - - ] /5 ,  [Z4, Ys] = Y6, [Y4, Yl l]  : Ys, 
[Y4, Y12] = Y6, []I4, ]/"14] = 2](5, []I4, YI5] :-  -] I6,  
[Ys, YT] - ]I6, [Ys, Y14] -- 3Y6, [YT, Y10] = -2116, 
[]I7, Yll] = Zs - Y3, [YT, Y123 = -] I4,  [I/7, Y~3] = -Y lo,  
[z~, Y141 = 2(zs  - Y~), [z~, Y~] = v .  - 2Y4, [zs, Y9I = 2z~, 
[Ys, Yll] - Y0, [Ys, Y12] = Y10 - Ys, [Ys, Yt4] = Yg, 
[Ys, Y15] = ]Ilo - 2115, [Y9, Yll] = Ys, [Yg, Y12] = -Y6, 
[]I9, Y14] = 2145, [Yg, Y15] = -2Y6, [!/lo, Yu] = 2Y6, 
[Ylo, ]/14] = 4Y6, []Ill, ]I12] = -3Y4 - Yla, [Yu, Y13] = -3Yz,  
[Yu, Y14] = Y12 - Ys - Y15, []Ill, Y~5] = -2Y9 - Y~3, [Y12, Y,3] = -3II6, 
[Y12, ]/'14] = Y9 + 2]/13, [Y12, Y15] = -2Y10, [Y13, ]I14] = 3Y10, 
[]/14, }I15] = -2Y13. 
This basis can be expressed in function of the elements of the basis {X~}~I  as it follows, 
Y1 = -X1  + X6 - Xx0 - X13 - X15, 
Y2 = X~, Y9 : X4 _a X12, 
Y3 = X~, Ylo = X3 - X9, 
Y4 = X4, ]711 = 2X6 -]- Xlo --}- X13, 
Y5 = X3, Y12 = 2X5 - X7 ~- X14, 
Y6 = X2, Y13 = X4 - ,X8 - X12, 
Y7 = X6 ~- X15, Y14 = X6 ~- Xlo Jr- 2X13 + 3X15, 
Y8 = X5 - X14, Y15 = X5 - X7 - X l l  - X14. 
(5) 
Note that  previous computat ions are hard and complicated and the use of computers is com- 
pulsory when the dimension of the algebra increases. 
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2. DESCRIPT ION OF  THE METHOD 
In this section, we describe an algorithmic method to obtain the simply connected Lie group 
associated with nilpotent Lie algebras, filiform or not, starting from the matrix representation of
the unipotent Lie groups G,~. Moreover, as the classification of nonfiliform nilpotent Lie algebras 
is only known for dimensions down to 7, we will deal in this paper with nilpotent Lie algebras of 
dimensions less or equal than 6. 
To use this algorithm (which can be implemented in any symbolic computation package, like 
MATHEMATICA or MAPLE, for instance), we first have to obtain both the nilpotent Lie algebra 
ft7~ associated with the unipotent Lie group G~ and its usual basis (by considering one-parametric 
subgroups of G~). Note that 94 is a nflpotent Lie algebra of dimension 6. To obtain the rest 
of algebras of this dimension it will be necessary to use, at least, the algebra 95- Besides, by 
considering the nilpotency sequences of the algebras ft5 and 96, it is observed that G5 cannot 
contain as one of its subgroups the simply connected Lie groups associated with filiform nilpotent 
Lie algebras of dimension 6, whereas it does can contain the ones associated with nonfiliform 
nilpotent Lie algebras. 
So, starting from this moment, we have to distinguish two cases, according to the algebra is 
filiform or not. 
CASE 1. FILIFORM NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS. 
Step 1F. Obtain a basis of the algebra 96 which has a characteristic vector Y1. 
Step 2F. Consider two generic fields ZI and Z2 which are linearly dependent from the rest of 
fields of the basis obtained in the previous step. In fact, there is no inconvenience 
in taking Z1 as the characteristic vector ]I1. 
Step 3F. Apply the filiformity of the algebra to obtain the rest of basis fields, Za, Z4, Zs, 
and Z6, by computing: [Z1, Zk] = Zk+l (k = 2 , . . . ,  5). 
Step 4F. Obtain and solve the equation system which results of identifying coefficients when 
applying the law of the algebra. It is easy to observe that the coefficients of Z2 
are the unknowns of this system. When solving it, as the only coefficient of Z6 
is nonzero, we will obtain some coefficients of Z2 equal to zero and other different 
from zero. We can assign some convenient values to these last ones. Moreover, we 
cancel out the coefficients remaining undetermined. 
Step 5F. Apply FrSbenius Theorem to obtain the equations of the searched associated simply 
connected Lie group. 
CASE 2. NONFILIFORM NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS. 
It is easily observable that previous steps cannot be applied when nilpotent Lie algebras are 
nonfiliform. In this case, it is not possible to use the filiformity of the algebra to obtain n -2  fields 
starting from two initial ones. Moreover, the number of vector necessary to obtain the law of 
the algebra does not have to be necessarily two. Indeed, this number depends on the nilpotency 
sequence of the algebra. So, it is necessary to distinguish the following. 
(a) If the nilpotency sequence of the algebra is (4, 3, 1, 0), then we need two fields to generate 
the rest of fields of the basis. 
(b) If the nilpotency sequence of the algebra is (3, 2, 1, 0), (3, 2, 0), oi (3, 0), then there are 
three fields not resulting from brackets. In this case we need three fields to generate the 
rest. 
(c) If the nilpotency sequence of the algebra is (3, 1,0), then there are also three fields not 
resulting from brackets. However, we need four fields in this case to generate the rest. 
(d) If the nilpotency sequence of the algebra is (2, 1) or (2, 0), then there are four fields not 
resulting from brackets. We need four fields to generate the rest. 
Therefore, the necessary steps to apply the method in the case of nonfiliform nilpotent Lie 
algebras need some small modifications with respect o the case of filiform nilpotent Lie algebras. 
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Indeed, we have to start from two, three, or four arbitrarily selected fields and we can obtain the 
remaining fields with the help of the brackets corresponding to the brackets [Z1, Zk] and some 
more. Then, we can follow the rest of the steps in the former method. 
Step 1NF. Consider two fields linearly independent from the basis of the algebra ~5. This 
two fields are Z1 and Z6 in the law of the nilpotent Lie algebra. 
Step 2NF. Compute [Z1, Z6] to  obtain Z5 and later compute [Z~, Zs], and so on. 
Step 3NF. If [Z1,Zh] = 0 for any h, we have to calculate the brackets between the fields 
obtained till this moment. The results which have not been obtained previously 
will be incorporated to the basis. Then, we go back to the former step. In the 
case of all these results belong to the basis, we must select another arbitrary field 
and we go back to the former step. This last situation only can happen one more 
time, due to some algebras require four arbitrary fields to obtain starting from 
them all the fields of its basis. 
Step 4NF. Obtain and solve the equation system which results of identifying coefficients 
when applying the law of the algebra. It is easy to observe that the unknowns of 
this system are the coefficients of the fields which we are introduced in the former 
two steps. Note that to solve the system, we must give a suitable value to some 
unknowns to calculate the rest. 
Step 5NF. Apply FrSbenius theorem to obtain the equations of the searched associated sim- 
ply connected Lie group. 
In the next two sections, we will apply the method to two particular cases of nilpotent Lie 
algebras. The first of them is the nonfiliform nilpotent Lie algebra n~ 3 and the second, the filiform 
nilpotent Lie algebra n~. We have chosen these algebras because n~ 3 is, within the nonfiliform 
1 is one of the two nilpotent Lie algebras, one of the most similar as filiform. Apart from that, n 6 
filiform nilpotent Lie algebras which has not been obtained by unipotent matrices of order 6 in 
[6]. 
3. THE COMPUTATION OF  THE 
L IE  GROUP ASSOCIATED WITH n 13 
In this section, we will obtain the Lie group associated with the nonfiliform nilpotent Lie 
algebra n~ 3. The law of this algebra is (see [4]) 
[zl ,  zk] = zk_ l  
[z~, z6] = z2. 
and its nilpotency sequence is (4, 3, 1,0). 
(k = 4,...,6), 
(6) 
Let Gs be the Lie group given in (1). Its associated Lie algebra is 95 whose law is expressed 
in (2) and whose nilpotency sequence is (6, 3, 1, 0). 
Then, the aim of this section is to prove that n~ a is a subalgebra of 95 and to compute the simply 
connected Lie group associated with the nonfiliform nilpotent Lie algebra n~ 3 as a subgroup of Gs. 
To do this, we will follow all the steps in the method given in the previous section for the case of 
the nonfiliform nilpotent Lie algebra n~ a. Next, we will show these steps. 
Step 1NF. Let us consider the following two arbitrary linearly independent fields of 95, 
10 10 
Z1 = Za iX i  and Z~ = E bjXj, ai, bj E C. 
i - -1 j= l  
Step 2NF. Now, we compute all the brackets [Z1, Zh] ¢ 0 (h = 4, 5, 6) in the law of n 13. In 
this way we obtain the following fields in the basis of n613. 
z~ = [Zl, z~] 
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= (aabzo + a4b9 + aab7 - aTb5 - a9b4 -a loba)  X2 
+ (a4bs + asb6 - a6b5 - ash4) X3 
+ (asbl - albs) X4 ~- (albs - asbl) X6 
+ (alb9 + a6bl0 - agbl - alob6) XT + (asblo - al0bs) Xg, 
Z 4 = [Z l ,  Z5] 
= (alaab9 + ala9bs + a4asbto - a4atobs 
+ asa6blo - 2asa9b1 - 2a5a10b6 + a6alob5 + asalob4) X2 
+ (ala5bs + alasba - 2asasbl) X3 
+ (alasblo - 2alalobs + a6asb10 - a6alob8 + asalobl) XT,  
Z 3 = [Z1, Z4] 
= (alasasblo - 3alasalobs - atasalob5 + asa6asblo + 3asasazobl) X2. 
Step 3NF. The field Z2 in the basis of n613 will be obtained by computing the bracket 
[Zs, Z6] = Z2. The result of this bracket is the following, 
z2 = 
= (-2albsb9 + a4bsblo + asblb9 + asbablo - 2a6bablo 
- 2asb4bzo + agblba + ambsb6 + alob4bs)X2 
+ ( -2alb5bs + asblbs + asblbs)X3 
+ (albsbm - 2asblbm + aloblbs)XT. 
Step 4NF. We compute all the remaining brackets to obtain the law of the Lie algebra n~ 3 
and these brackets have to satisfy the law given in (6). So, we obtain following 
indeterminate compatible quation system, 
alasbsblo - 2asasblblo + 2alalobsbs - asazoblb5 = 0, 
-3azbsbsblo + asblbsblo + 3asblbsblo - aloblb5bs = 0, 
atasbsbm + 2alatobsbs - 2asasblblo - a6asbsblo + a6alobsbs - asaloblb5 = O. 
where the unknowns are the coefficients of the fields Z1 and Z6. If we make 
b5 = bl0 = 0, the three equations are satisfied. Now we will take values for the 
Z 6 remaining unknowns in such a way that  { i}i=l is l inearly independent. So, we 
consider the following solution, 
a2 =a3 = a4 = a6 = a7 ~ a9 = 0, 
b2 b3 = b4 = b5 = be = b7 = b9 = blo = 0, 
2 1 
al---- 5' as =- -5 '  
as = alo = bl = bs = 1. 
Therefore, we obtain the nilpotent Lie algebra n~ 3 as a subalgebra of 95 by 
considering the next basis, 
2 1 X Z1 = -~Xl  -+- X5 - ~ 8 Jr- Xlo, 
Z4 = X7,  
Z2 = X3 + XT, 
1 
Z5 = X4 - ~ X6 - X9, 
Z3 = X2 ,  
Z6 = X1 + Xs. 
(7) 
Step 5NF. Now, we can get the simply connected Lie group associated with n~ 3 as a subgroup 
of Ga, as follows. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. 
n6 I3 admits the matrix representation, 
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The simply connected Lie group associated with the nilpotent Lie algebra 
1 X 5 X 4 X3 X2 
1 1 
0 1 xl  2x~+ 3X lX5-gx4  x7 
1 ! 
0 0 1 xl +-~x~ 6x~ +xzx5 - x4 
0 0 0 1 x5 
0 0 0 0 1 
PROOF. In the first place, we extend the basis of n~ a obtained in (7) to a basis of f15 by considering 
the following fields, 
Z 7 ~ X61 
Z8 = X8, 
Z9 z X9  ' 
and 
Z10 = X10 , 
gZ ~10 Now, by integrating and solving and we consider the dual basis sw.~l° corresponding to t i j i= l  [ z J i= l  
the following differential equation system, 
1 1 
02 7 ~- ---~X 5 dx  1 -1- ~ dx4 At- dx6 - X l  dx8  = O, 
1 
cOS = -- dX l  - "~ dx5 q- dx8  = 0, 
w9 = -x5  dx l  q- dx4  -4- dx9  - x8 dx lo  = O, 
cOlo = -dx5  + dxlo = 0, 
we obtain the equations of the simply connected Lie group associated with n613: 
x6 = z~ + ~XlX5 - 5x4, 
1 
X 8 : -  X 1 -~ ~X5~ 
X 9 ~-- 1X2 Jr- X lX  5 - -  X4, 
X l  0 z X5" m 
4. THE COMPUTATION OF  THE 
L IE  GROUP ASSOCIATED WITH n 1 
In this section, we will obtain the Lie group associated with the filiform nilpotent Lie algebra n1 
and we will also prove that this group cannot be obtained as a subgroup of the group G5 of 
unipotent matrices of order 5. As we already mentioned, as the procedure as the computations 
will be quite more easier than in the previous case of nonfiliform ni lpotent Lie algebras. 
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To do this, we consider the filiform nilpotent Lie algebra n~, whose law, with respect to an 
adapted basis {V1,.. . ,  V6}, is (see [4], for instance), 
[V1, Yd : vk-1 
IV4, Vs] = V~, 
[ v4, vd = v= + v~, 
[ Vs, Vd = v3 + v4. 
(k = 3 , . . . ,6 ) ,  
It is easy to see that the nilpotency sequence of n61 is (4, 3, 2, 1, 0). 
Note that by considering the following basis change, 
Zl = V1, Z4 = -U4, 
Z: = - (v6  + v~), zs  = -v3 ,  
Za = -vs ,  z6 = -v~,  
we obtain a more convenient form of defining the law of this algebra to be used in this section, 
[zl ,  z2] = z3, [zl ,  z3] = z4, [z~, z4] = zb, 
[Zl, zs] = z6, [z2, z3] = zs,  [z2, z4] = zs,  (s) 
[z2, zb] : - z6 ,  [z3, z4] : z6. 
Now, we consider the Lie algebra gs given in (2), which is associated with the Lie group G5. 
We have already seen that the nilpoteney sequence of such an algebra is (6,3,1,0). Since the 
nilpotency sequence of the filiform Lie algebra n~ is (4,3,2,1,0), it is not possible to obtain n~ as 
a Lie subalgebra of ~s. So the following is proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The simply connected Lie group associated with the ~liform nilpotent Lie 
algebra n~ cannot be obtained as a subgroup of the Lie group Ca of unipotent matrices of 
order 5. II 
So, we are going to obtain n I as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra 96 associated with the Lie 
group G6, whose matrix expression is given in (4). In its associated Lie algebra 96, we consider 
the basis {Y~}]=5 a given in (5) to obtain the Lie algebra n~ as a subalgebra of 1~6. 
Note that the brackets [Z~, Zk] have been written in (8) by taking k in an increasing order. 
It is due to that we are going to obtain the elements Zk of the basis of n~ starting from a basis 
{Y~}]51 of g6 in which a characteristic vector of this algebra appears. 
Step 1F. To do it, according to the expression of the algebra g6 in function of this basis, it 
seems convenient o choose Y1 as the field Z1 to obtain the basis of n61. 
Step 2F. Then, according to (8), it will be sufficient to know Z1 and Z2 to obtain the rest 
of the basic fields. By taking Z2 as an arbitrary field Z2 = ~-~]__51 ajYj, the rest of 
fields Zi (i = 3, 4, 5, 6) can be obtained by filiformity. 
Step 3F. 
Z3 = [Zl, Z2], Z5 ---~ [Zl, Z4], 
Z4 - [Zl, Z3], Z6 = [Zl, Zb]. 
So, we have 
Za =a2Ya + a3Y4 + a4Y5 + asY6 + aTYs + asY9 
+ a9Y10 + allY12 + a12Y13 + al4Y15, 
Z4 =a2Y4 +aaYs + a4Y6 + a7Y9 + asYlo + allY13, 
Zs =a2Ys + daY6 + aTYlO, 
Z 6 =a2~ 6 . 
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Step  4F.  
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The rest  of b rackets  appear ing  in (8) have  also to  be  ver i f ied  by  the  set of f ields 
6 {Zi} i= l .  Such  brackets  are 
[Zk, Z6] = 0 (k - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), 
[z~, z~] = 0 (~ = 3, 4, 5), 
[Z3, Z4] = 2a2aTY6 - 2a2a l lYa  + a2a14Y6 
+ 2a2y6 + aTa l lY6  + 2aza14Y6 - 3a~lY6 ,  
[Z2, Z5] = a la2Y6 - 2a2aTY6 - 3a2a14Y6 
- 2a2Y6 - 2aTal lY6  - 4aTa14Y6,  
[Z2, Z4] - (a la2  - 2aza l l  - 2a2a14 - aTa11 - 2ava14 - 3a21) ]I5 
+ (a la3  - a2a12 4- a2a15 - a3a l l  - 3a3a14 + aTa12 
+ 2aTa15 - 2asa11 - 4asa14 - 3a l ia12)  ]I6 
+ (a la7  -- aTa l l  - -  3a l la14)  Y10, 
[Z2, Z3] = (a la2  - 2a2a l l  - 2a2ax4 - ava i l  - 2aTa14 - 3a~1 ) Y4 
+ (a la3  - a2a12 + a2a15 - a3a11 - 3a3a14 
+ aTa i2  + 2aza15 - 2asa l l  - 4asa14 - 3a l ia12)  Y5 
+ (a la4  - 2a2a9 + aza13 + 2a3as  - 2ana l2  + a3a l5  
- 2a4a7 + a4a11 - 4a4a14 - 4aTa9 + 2a~ + asa12 
+ 2asa l5  - 3aga l l  - 6aga14 + 3a l la13  - 3a~2 ) ]I6 
+ (a la7  - aTa11 - 3a l lax4)  ]/9 
+ (a las  - 2a7a~2 - aTa15 + asa l l  + asa14 4- 2a~a15 
- 5a12a14)Y lo  4- (a la l l  - a~l - 3a l ia14  - 2a124) ]f13. 
Then ,  by  us ing  (8) and  these  brackets ,  the  fo l lowing equat ion  sys tem is obta ined ,  
a2 = 9a2a7 - 2a2a11 + a2a14 + 2a27 + aTa l l  + 2a7a14 - 3a~1, 
-a2  = a la2  - 2a2a7 - 3a2a14 - 2a~ - 2aTax~ - 4aTa14, 
0 = a la2  - 2a2a l l  - 2a2a14 - aTa l l  - 2aTa14 - 3a121, 
a2 = a la3  - a2a12 4- a2a15 - a3a l l  - 3a3a14 
4- aTa12 4- 2aTa15 - 2asa~l  - 4asa14 - 3a l ia12 ,  
0 = a la7  - aTa l l  - 3a l la14 ,  
0 = a la2  - 2a2a11 - 2a2a14 - aTa11 - 2aTa14 - 3a21, 
a2 = a la3  - a2a12 + a2a l5  - a3a11 - 3a3a14 
4- aTa l2  4- 2aTa15 - 2asa l l  - 4asa l4  - 3a l ia12 ,  
a3 = a la4  - 2a2a9 + a2a13 4- 2a3as  - 2a3a12 4- a3a15 - 2a4a7 
4- a4a l l  - 4a4a14 - 4aTa9 4- 2a2s 4- asa l~ 
+ 2asa15 -- 3aga l l  -- 6aga14 -- 3a22 4- 3a l ia13 ,  
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0 ~ a la7  - -  aTall  -- 3alla14, 
aT  = a las  - -  2aTa12 - -  a7a15 -5  asa l l  
-5 asal4 -5 2alla15 -- 5a12a14, 
0 = a lau  - -  a~l  - -  3alia14 -- 2a24. 
It is easy to see that  this sys tem is equivalent to the following, 
-a2  = a la2  - 2a2a7 - 3a2a14 - 2a~ - 2aTa11 - 4a7a14, 
0 = a la2  - 2a2al l  - 2a2a14 - aTa11 - 2aTa14 - 3a211, 
a2 = a la3  - a2a12 + a2a15 - a3a11 - 3a3a14 
+ aTa l2  + 2a7a15 - 2asa l l  - 4asa14 - 3ana l2 ,  
0 = a la7  - a7al l  - 3al la14, 
a3 = a la4  - 2a2a9 + a2a13 + 2a3a8 - 2a3a12 -5 a3a15 - 2a4a7 
+ a4au - 4a4a14 - 4a7a9 -5 2as 2 -5 asa12 
-5 2asa15 - 3agal l  - 6a9a14 - 3a122 + 3ana l3 ,  
aT  - -  a las  - 2aTa12 - aTa l5  -5  asan  -5  asa14 -5  2ana l5  - 5a12a14, 
0 a lan  - a~l - 3ana l4  - 2a~4. 
(9) 
It is convenient to note that  when we wish solve this equat ion system we should 
use a mathemat ica l  package, even in the case of lower d imensions,  since the general 
solving of this indeterminate  system requires to assign values to some unknowns to 
obta in  later another  sys tem which can be easier solved. Note that  this system is 
indeterminate  having quite more unknowns than  equat ions.  
Let us suppose that  al  = 0, because Z2 is l inearly independent  from Z1. Then,  
we obta in  the equat ion 0 = an(aT  + 3a14). For it, we can select a l l  -- 0 and hence, 
a14 : 0. In this way, the previous system is reduced to 
-a2  = -2a2az  - 2a27, 
a2 = --a2a12 + a2a15 .5  a7a12 .5  aTa15, 
as : --2a2a9 + a2a13 .5  2a3as -- 2a3a12 .5 a3a15 
- -  2a4a7 -- 4aTa9 + 2a[ + asal2 -- 3a~2 + 2asa15, 
aT : --2aTa12 -- a7a15.  
By consider ing aT -- 0, we obta in  a contradict ion.  So, we have to consider aT ¢ 0. 
Let us suppose aT = 1/3. So, as the before sys tem is undetermined ,  a solut ion is 
2 
al  = 0, a2 = 3 '  a3 = 2, 
a4 = 1, a5 ~ 0, a6 ~ 0, 
1 
a7 = - as = -1 ,  a9 = -1 ,  
3 
2 
al0 =- 0, a l l  : 0, a12 ~- - -~  
1 
a13 =- 0, a14 = 0, a15 =- - .  
3 
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Starting from the said values for the unknowns Ia-t15 [ ZJi=l, we obtain the basis of 
n~ generated by the fields, 
Z1 =~1, 
_2y, 1y. 2y~ 1y 
Z2- 5 2+2Ya+Y4+ 5 7-Ys -Y9-  5 12+ 5 a5, 
2 1E 2}< 
z,--gY3+2Y~+Ys+ 5 s -Y~-Y lo -g  ~, 
_2y  1y, 
Z4-  5 4+2Ys+Y6+ 5 9-Y10, 
2 1y 
z5 =SY~ + 2Y6 + ~ lo, 
_2y, 
ZG- 5 6, 
which are linearly independent and constitute a basis of a subalgebra ofdimension 6
of 96 whose law is the one of (8). So, we have obtained the algebra n61. 
To obtain the equations of the subgroup of G6 associated with n61 we consider 
now the former basis in relation to the basis -rX ~lS of 56, t i J i=l  
Z 1 =-  X 1 ~-X 6 - Xlo - X13 - X15 , 
1 X 1 X 1 X Z2 =X6-~ 7 - -~ 11-X12-b~ 15, 
I X 2 1 X 1 X Za --~ 4 + Xs + -~ Xs + Xg - -~ 12 - ~ 14, 
1 
Z4 =X2 + X3 + X4 + X9 + ]X12, 
1 X Zs=2X~+X3-~ 9, 
2 X Z6=~ 2. 
By considering a suitable basis change, we obtain this another basis of n~, 
1X 4 X 1X 1X 1 1X Ql=-g  l+12X3- t -3X4+~ 6+~ 7-~ lo -~Xu-  5 13, 
1 1X I X Q2=12Xa+aX4+Xs+~XT-~ 11+~ 15, 
4 2 1X 
Q3 = 7X3 -- ~X 4 -~- X5 @ ~X8 - 5 14, 
1X Q4 = 4Xa + X4 + ~ 12, 
1 
Q5 = X3 - ~ Xg, 
Q6 = X2, 
Step 5F. This basis can be extended to a basis of 96 by considering the following fields, 
Q7 :" Xl, Q8 :" X3, Q9 = X4, 
Qlo = Xs, Qll = X6, Q12 = XT, 
Q13 = Xs, Q14 = XlO, Q15 = X11. 
At this moment, it is possible to construct the subgroup associated with n I by 
integrating the dual basis corresponding to the basis {(~i}i=1"15 In effect, if t~'wiji=1115 
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is such a dual basis, in virtue of Fr6benius' theorem, we know that the subgroup of 
G6 corresponding to n~ is obtained by integrating the system, 
wk = 0, k = 7 , . . . ,  15. 
To be exact, when we express ;w t15 in the canonical basis, we obtain the l ~J i= l  
following system, 
w7 = dz l -  dXl3  = O, 
ws = dx3 - x6 dxs + 3 dx9 + (XlX6 - xs) dxu  - (12 + 3xl) dx12 
+ (36 - ZlZ6X lO -]- X5xlO ~- z6x  7 - 3:4) dx13 
+ (21 + 12xlo + 3XlXlo - 3x7) dx14 
+ ( -36 - 21x13 - 12xlox13 - 3xlx lox13 + 3xTx13 
+ 12xn + 3XlZ l l  -- 3X8) dx l5  
----0, 
w9 = dx4 - xa dx7 + (x lx6 - xs) dxlo - 3 dx12 + 9 dx13 
+ (4 + 3x10)  dx14 + ( -9  - 4x13 - 3xlOX13 + 3X l l )  dx15 
0, 
- -X6 dx l  -I- d:r5 -]- 3 dx l4  - 3xla dx15 = O, 
dx6 + 4 dx13 - 3 dx15 -- 0, 
dx~ - x l  dxlo + dx13 - dx15  = O, 
dzs - x l  dxu  + (XlXlo - xT) dxla + 2 dx14 - 2x13 dx15 = O, 
dxlo - dx13 = O, 








So, after integrating, the solution is 
Xl  = Xl0 ---- X13~ 
x7 = lx~ + 1 1 ~xl + 5x6, 
xs = 6z~ - 
1 2 
5zlx6 + 5x~, 
1 4 4 i-85x~ X9 ----- ~Z3 -~- 5X4 -[- ~X5 -- - -  
X l l  
X12 
1 5 
__ X 2 ~' ~X lX  4 -- ~X lX  5 -- XlX  6 
1 _ lx~xs+ 1 4 1 3 + ~z~z6 ~ '~x,  + ~xlx6, 
1 1 
1 4 
- -X 1 -~ 5324 -- -~X 5 -- X 6 -- 
1 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 
~ - 5~x~ - ~ + ~ + ~x~,  
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1 1 
Z14 = 372 -4- ~XlX6 -- 5::/75, 
1 4 
Z15 ~- gZ 6 -t- g271. 
This solution constitutes the equations of the simply connected Lie group associated with n~ 
as a Lie subgroup of G6. In this way, the following result has been proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The simply connected Lie group associated with the filiform nilpotent Lie 
algebra n I is a subgroup of the Lie group G6 of unipotent matrices of order 6. | 
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